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Executive Summary
Success for software and services companies is measured by topline growth.
Every technology company aspires to breakout revenue growth, but only a few attain it.
Is it just a matter of luck? A fortunate combination of:
•

Market timing – being a first mover.

•

Sales prowess – having super salespeople on the team.

•

Killer app – fielding a breakthrough product.

These advantages never hurt a technology company’s revenue prospects, but by
themselves – or even all together – they do not guarantee breakout revenue growth.
In fact, they can actually inhibit revenue growth if they blind management to the real
keys for maximizing revenue performance.
One problem is hand-to-hand combat. You know: too many deals are gladiatorial –
where wins, fueled by sales heroics, occur only after a bruising competitive battle.
When deals devolve into hand-to-hand combat, companies suffer from an unpredictable
close rate, depressed margins, and a high cost of sales.
It’s time to minimize hand-to-hand combat. You can win deals with less effort than
competitors, maintain higher margins and accelerate revenue.
This paper explains why hand-to-hand combat occurs. It shows how a well-integrated
marketing vision is the real key to breakout revenue growth.
Marketing mastery is within the reach of any technology company – large or small.
It doesn’t matter if marketing budgets are tight and the company faces better-funded
competitors. But it does require strategic thinking that eliminates hand-to-hand
combat.
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The Diagnosis
Does it seem like every deal is a war?
Are sales cycles too long and intensely competitive? Your company may have the handto-hand combat syndrome. Here are some of the signs:
•

Me-too Relegation. When prospects say, “Your solution looks no different from
your competitors,” you wind up in hand-to-hand combat, fighting to give
prospects a reason to pick you.

•

Sales Heroics. Face it: some salespeople like hand-to-hand combat.
Although it’s great to be the winner, if prospects choose your solution solely
because your sales rep won a war, then you have actually embraced hand-tohand combat as a key selling strategy instead of minimizing it.

•

Bunker Mentality. Does your team spend too much time playing defense? Are
you getting into deals only to find that the competition has already set the
agenda to favor their solution?
Do you always need to change the prospect’s thinking about some key issue?
Are you embroiled in feature-function face-offs that tend to obscure your best
differentiators?

These things happen in technology sales – but if they have become a way of life then
often the only perceived sales engagement option is hand-to-hand combat.
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Negative Results
Hand-to-hand combat doesn’t scale, even when you win. You struggle with some of
these problems:
•

Unpredictability. Even world-class athletes don’t win every contest. Battles
seesaw, with the outcome in doubt. This makes for dicey forecasting – which
impacts orderly business planning.

•

Margin Pressure. If prospects believe other solutions are equally good, they
negotiate hard. Hand-to-hand tactics – such as discounting, free pilots and
throwing in extra-cost options – destroy margins.

•

High Cost of Sales. In Hand-to-hand combat, companies need to get the “right”
technical presales resource on the plane – maybe for the third time – to visit a
prospect. They provide free services during the sales cycle.
The belief that “it takes a very special sales person to sell our solution,”
translates into high base salaries and very high rewards for performance that
other companies may consider to be adequate at best.

Now, at Technology Marketing Associates we’re all for hiring top-flight salespeople and
paying them well. But how much would your business improve if:
•

You could make any decent sales rep into a winner?

•

You don’t discount or give away business in order to win?

•

Your prospects readily perceive why your solution is superior, hold that belief
throughout the sales cycle, and pay you a premium for it?

You can achieve these things through a well-conceived marketing program that
leverages the principle of thought-leadership.
Marketing is the leverage that enables a technology company to eliminate hand-to-hand
combat and find buyers who are predisposed to do business with them.
Unfortunately, although may companies toss the “thought-leadership” term out there,
very few have a track record of being successful at it.
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The Solution
Marketing is the place to eliminate hand-to-hand sales combat. Some of the keys to
success are:
•

Develop Strategic Positioning. Invest time and effort into creating a truly
differentiated brand and position, which is then proliferated throughout all your
messaging assets and rigorously taught to the sales team.
This sounds easy, but too many technology companies take shortcuts here.
You can cultivate prospects that are predisposed to buy from you if your core
message resonates with their urgent business needs and connects your
differentiators to those needs. Refer to our companion white paper, The
Marketing Acceleration Framework, to learn more.
You need to make it easy for them to perceive your key differences. You need to
help them connect the dots to the business value that you uniquely deliver.

•

Own the Key Ideas. Translate your unique capabilities into thought leadership
that you can own. The capabilities that need to be in the spotlight may not be
the ones that the R&D team thinks are the most important.
Thought leadership is crucial because decision-making executives buy from
solution providers who help them to advance their strategic business vision.
When you reach “vision-lock” with the decision maker, you set your solution
apart from the others and create a buyer who is predisposed to buy from you.

•

Invest in Sales Messaging. The sales team must consistently articulate your
compelling vision. To get there, you have to do more than give them a
PowerPoint. You need a comprehensive enablement program based on your
strategic messaging framework.
Most selling doesn’t occur in presentations. It happens during conversations
your with different personalities in the prospect’s organization. Sales training
needs to empower reps to weave your unique capabilities naturally into business
conversations.
This means enabling salespeople to link your solution to customer needs, handle
objections, and respond to competitive traps. Your thought leadership ideas, if
correctly identified and clearly communicated, will keep your team out in front.
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Technology Marketing Associates
If you don’t develop a thought-leadership marketing program, you will lose to a
competitor who does. Or you will win by hand-to-hand combat.
There is a formula for successful marketing leverage by technology companies. At TMA,
we’ve developed the Marketing Acceleration Framework, a blueprint for implementing
that formula.

We shift the playing field to our clients’ advantage. Our Framework helps smaller
companies who have excellent technology solutions but face larger competitors.
If your company is struggling with hand-to-hand combat, contact TMA today. Change is
possible, and breakout revenue growth can happen.

www.technologymarketingassociates.com
info@technologymarketingassociates.com
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